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Press Text Wetrok Speedclean - Full Version
Non-toxic and qualified for use with scrubber-driers

Wetrok Speedclean for more efficiency in basic cleaning
To date a non-toxic basic cleaning agent was a pipe dream for professional cleaning crews.
The new Speedclean solution by Wetrok changes all that. This non-toxic, innovative product
was developed specifically for use with the scrubber-drier and cleans up to 75 percent
faster.
A lot of people talk about cleaning efficiency. Wetrok and its innovative ideas and solutions does
much more than just talk. Proof of that fact is the company’s latest quantum leap in basic cleaning:
Wetrok Speedclean, the latest addition to the Wetrok product portfolio, was developed specifically
for the time-consuming job of removing the protective film on flooring material and to allow cleaning
crews to use scrubber-driers instead of single-brush machines. And that in record time. After all,
the scrubber-drier with a working width of up to 90 cm, depending on model, has a significantly
higher area performance that the single-brush machine. And since Speedclean is entirely pH
neutral, only one final rinse will be needed. The scrubber-drier continuously adds fresh water
during the cleaning process.
Less time and effort to get more done
All in all, basic cleaning times are significantly reduced. For example: Where two people with
single-brush machines and wet & dry vacuum cleaners were needed to work as a team to remove
the protective film on flooring, just one person using a scrubber-drier can now complete the job in
much less time. Wetrok Speedclean dissolves protective film and even old coatings quickly and
completely. Absolutely no sticky residue remains. There is no need to reverse or exchange the
floor pads.
Basic cleaning with Speedclean and the scrubber-drier creates an entirely new and untapped
savings potential in the area of product use. Since the basic cleaner is entirely pH neutral, a single
rinse run will complete the job. Water requirements are reduced by at least 20 percent.
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Effective and safe use
The pH neutrality of this new cleaning solution creates benefits in addition to the decreased need
for rinsing. In effect, Wetrok Speedclean can be used on all water and solvent-resistant flooring,
and works perfectly on alkali-sensitive linoleum. The product’s low alkalinity eliminates the hazard
of acid burns during dosing. This basic cleaner is non-toxic, has a low MAK (maximum permissible
concentrations of noxious compounds in the workplace) value, and can be disposed of simply via
the sewer system.
Basic cleaning with all the benefits of the scrubber-drier
Basic cleaning wit a scrubber-drier simplifies work processes and offers ergonomic benefits. Unlike
the single-brush machine, a scrubber-drier is simply controlled and needs no muscle strength to
move. The work becomes significantly easier and more relaxed. Cleaning crews can move freely
across floor spaces without any trailing power cables. Once the cleaning process is complete,
wastewater is evacuated quickly and easily via the output hose.
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Your contact for additional information:
Manuela Glanzmann, Communications Manager
Manuela.glanzmann@wetrok.ch
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Wetrok Speedclean – Short Version
Non-toxic and qualified for use with scrubber-driers

Wetrok Speedclean for more efficiency in basic cleaning
Wetrok launches the first non-toxic basic cleaner Wetrok Speedclean for the removal of protective
film on flooring. The product was developed specifically for use with the scrubber-drier and cleans
up to 75 percent faster. A single person can now complete the job in record time. And since
Speedclean is entirely pH neutral, only one final rinse will be needed. Water requirements are
reduced by at least 20 percent, resulting in significant savings. Wetrok Speedclean can be used on
all water and solvent-resistant flooring, including linoleum. Floor coatings are dissolved quickly and
completely, leaving no sticky residue. There is no need to reverse or exchange the floor pads.
(930 characters, incl. spaces)

Your contact for additional information:
Manuela Glanzmann, Communications Manager
Manuela.glanzmann@wetrok.ch
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